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Abstract
A critical problem in time series analysis is change point detection, which identifies the
times when the underlying distribution of a time series abruptly changes. However, several
shortcomings limit the use of some existing techniques in real-world applications. First,
several change point detection techniques are offline methods, where the whole time series
needs to be stored before change point detection can be performed. These methods are not
applicable to streaming time series. Second, most techniques assume that the time series is
low-dimensional and hence have problems handling high-dimensional time series, where not
all dimensions may cause the change. Finally, most methods require user-defined parameters
that need to be chosen based on the observed data, which limits their applicability to new
unseen data. To address these issues, we propose an Information Gain-based method that
does not require prior distributional knowledge for detecting change points and handles
high-dimensional time series. The advantages of our proposed method compared to the state-
of-the-art algorithms are demonstrated from theoretical basis, as well as via experiments on
four synthetic and three real-world human activity datasets.

Keywords Time series · Online change point detection · Segmentation ·
Information Gain Theory

1 Introduction

Change point detection splits a time series into disjoint segments by detecting a set of time
points or change points when the statistical properties of the time series, such as the mean or
variance, differ before and after each change point [36] (see Fig. 1). Healthcare monitoring
systems for health diagnosis of patients, smart home systems and automated surveillance
systems for crime prevention are examples of real-world situations that exploit time series
change point detection [2]. For example, many human assistance applications that focus on
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Fig. 1 Example of change points
in an online high-dimensional
time series. 〈c1, . . . , cm 〉 are time
series dimensions, cp1 and cp2
are change points, and tcur is the
current time

Fig. 2 Application example of change point detection for human activity segmentation from time series sensor
data. Examples of the activities include stand, sit and crouch [39]

helping people to perform an activity require real-time recognition of those activities [21]. In
this context, change point detection is used to automate daily activity segmentation [2] (see
Fig. 2).

A common representation for temporal data in real-world applications is in the form
of a streaming high-dimensional time series collected from many data sources, such as
sensors [10]. These sensors continuously sense and transmit data, which results in streaming
high-dimensional time series. Therefore, a major challenge in change point detection of a
high-dimensional time series is the size and dimensionality of the data, as the size of the
available data is usually unbounded for streaming data.

The works [12,24,32] have several limitations for use in real-world applications. In this
paper, we highlight these limitations and propose an Online Information Gain-based Time
series Segmentation (OnlineIGTS) algorithm that overcomes the following challenges:

– Online Most existing time series change point detection techniques [32] are designed
for offline use. These offline methods have been confined to batch mode analysis, which
requires the whole time series for change point detection. Online change detection meth-
ods, on the other hand, only have a partial viewof the data including only a limited number
of data points of the past w observations, where w is some predetermined window size
[12]. Our OnlineIGTS method is able to sequentially find change points in streaming
time series as the data arrives.
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– Suitability to high-dimensional dataMost existing change point detectionmethods [3,26]
are designed to handle only univariate or low-dimensional time series. These methods
suffer fromsubstantial decrease in accuracy and excessive computation timewhen applied
to high-dimensional time series, which makes these methods mostly unsuitable for real-
world high-dimensional time series. In Sect. 8.5, we empirically show that OnlineIGTS
can handle high-dimensional time series with high accuracy and low time complexity
compared to offline methods. In Sect. 7, we provide a theoretical analysis to show that
the time complexity of OnlineIGTS is linear with respect to the number of time series
dimensions.

– Robustness to irrelevant dimensions In high-dimensional time series, a vector of variables
is observed at each point in time, one variable per dimension. However, not all dimensions
may cause the change. For example, in human activity recognition,when a person changes
his/her activity from walking to a elevator then going on an elevator in building, the
Z -axis accelerometer may be more relevant to this activity change. The other X - and Y -
axis accelerometers may be considered as irrelevant (noise) dimensions. The inclusion of
irrelevant dimensions can degrade the performance of change point detection techniques.
Most existing methods [13] cannot handle irrelevant dimensions. Change point detection
methods must detect and adapt to the changes in the relevant dimensions, where a subset
of dimensions become, or cease to be, relevant to a change in a high-dimensional time
series. This challenge also exists in the similar setting of data stream mining. Recently,
many approaches have been proposed [5–8,28] to address this challenge for data stream
mining. All these methods perform relevant dimension selection as a preprocessing step
to mining data streams. We show that OnlineIGTS is inherently robust to irrelevant
dimensions through theoretical analysis in Sect. 6.

– Independence of distribution or trained model Most existing change point detection
methods are reliant on either estimating probability distributions [35], estimating proba-
bility distribution ratios [11,22,24] or constructing trainedmodels [29,30,34]. In contrast,
OnlineIGTS is light and it is based on Information Gain (IG) for online change point
detection that does not require prior distributional knowledge or a pre-trained model
based on a training dataset.

– Independence from user-defined thresholdsMost current change point detection methods
rely on the choice of a suitable user-defined threshold that defines a significant deviation
in a change point score. Choosing an appropriate threshold value in practice is highly
domain dependant. OnlineIGTS does not require a user-defined threshold as the threshold
is automatically set in a domain independent manner.

Our OnlineIGTS method is based on Information Gain Theory introduced in [32]. The
Information Gain-based method in [32], called OfflineIGTS, is used for offline detection
of change points in a short stored high-dimensional time series. This offline method also
requires that the number of change points to be given as an input parameter before processing.
In contrast, our proposed approach is able to detect and verify candidate change points by
computing the Information Gain due to a candidate change point in a newly arrived sequence
of data points in the time series data stream. In summary, the main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

– To the best of our knowledge, we develop the first unsupervised online change point
detection method that does not require any user-defined threshold on the change point
scores for streaming high-dimensional time series.Moreover, ourmethod does not require
any prior distributional knowledge of the time series and exploits the Information Gain
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criterion in [32] and introduces a novel Information Gain-based verification criterion for
verifying each new candidate change point.

– We present a theoretical analysis of the robustness of our proposed method to irrelevant
dimensions in terms of its inherent ability to disregard irrelevant dimensions.

– Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that, unlike most previous change point
detection approaches that can only deal with univariate or low-dimensional time series
[26,37], our approach can handle high-dimensional time series with as many as 1000
dimensions in an online manner.

– We prove that if the previous h change points detected by our proposed online change
point detection method and its offline counterpart [32] are the same, the next detected
change point is also the same, i.e., our OnlineIGTS method can detect the same set of
change points detected by its offline counterpart.

– We compare our method with four state-of-the-art approaches for change point detec-
tion in high-dimensional time series and demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of our
approach.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. After introducing the related work in Sect. 2,
the notation and formal statement of the problem are represented in Sect. 3. As our method
is build on the Information Gain Theory introduced in [32], we discuss OfflineIGTS [32]
in Sect. 4.1. Then, we describe our proposed method, OnlineIGTS, in Sect. 5. A theoretical
analysis of the sufficiency of the proposed method is represented using two theorems in
Sect. 6. The time complexity of the proposed method is analyzed in Sect. 7. We compare
the performance of our proposed method with related state-of-the-art techniques in Sect. 8.
The storage requirements and the sensitivity analysis are represented in Sects. 9 and 10,
respectively. Finally, in Sect. 11 we offer conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Related work

Existing time series change point detection approaches can be classified as offline or online
techniques (see Table 1). In offline time series change point detection, the entire dataset is
stored before detecting change points since these methods find change points based on a
global view of the data (batch mode) [1]. To extend an offline change point detection method
to an online version, the offline change point detection method should be applied at each
newly arrived sequence of data points. This is not applicable to real-world scenarios since
the offline methods require the number of change points or the threshold value on change
point scores which is unknown in online scenario.

Korkas and Fryzlewicz [20], a new offline change point detection method is proposed for
detectingmultiple change points in the autocovariance structure of univariate time series. This
method estimates the number and locations of change points using the nonparametric Locally
Stationary Wavelet (LSW) process [27] and Wild Binary Segmentation (WBS) method [14]
without restricting the total number of change points that might exist. Another recent offline
approach proposed by [32] detects change points after storing the whole time series given
the number of change points a priori. This offline change point detection method is based on
Information Gain Theory and is not applicable to real-life streaming time series that have a
partial view of the data while detecting change points incrementally.

A recent survey of time series change point detection methods is provided in [1]. Most
online change point detection methods consider each time point as a candidate change point
and measure the discrepancy between the data points in two consecutive windows W1 and
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Table 1 Comparison of methods for change point detection in time series data

References Technique Property

Online Handle irrelevant
dimensions
in HDa

Distribution-free Independent of
threshold/
number of
change points

[20] Wild Binary
Segmentation

× × × �

[32] Information Gain
Theory—
OfflineIGTS

× × � ×

[35] GLR density � × × ×
[11] Direct density

ratio—KL distance
� × × ×

[17] Direct density
ratio—Hotelling’s
t2 test

� × × ×

[22] Direct density
ratio—SPLL

� × × ×

[24] Direct density
ratio—RuLSIF

� × × ×

[25] Euclidean
distance—ecp

× × × �

[23] Bayesian based for
sensor networks

� � × ×

[9] Stationary Subspace
Analysis—SSA

� � � ×

[38] HSIC Lasso—aHSIC � � × ×
[15,16] Matrix Profile

(FLUSS)
� × � ×

Proposed
method

Information Gain
Theory—
OnlineIGTS

� � � �

aHigh-dimensional time series

W2 before and after the candidate change point using different criteria. Divergence criteria
are mostly based on a density test. The divergence between the probability distributions of
data between W1 and W2 is the most common approach. A change point is identified if the
density-based divergence is significantly large.

Distribution-based methods have been widely used to detect change points in streaming
time series. These methods are either based on estimating the probability densities of both
windowsW1 andW2 such as [35] or based on estimating direct density ratio such asKullback–
Leiber (K–L) [11], Hotelling’s t2 test [17], Semi-Parametric Log-Likelihood (SPLL) [22]
and RuLSIF [24]. However, estimating these densities is difficult and time-consuming [35].
Moreover, the accuracy of these methods is degraded by irrelevant dimensions in high-
dimensional time series that include many irrelevant dimensions [38].

Matteson and James [25], the proposed ecp method estimates density functions based on
Euclidean distances between data points for change point detection. The method is offline
but extendable to an online version. It considers an estimate of the likely number of change
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points and the locations of the change points. However, no consideration is given to disre-
garding irrelevant dimensions. A recent work for change point detection in centralized and
decentralized sensor networks is proposed in [23]. This online method is Bayesian based and
estimates the propagation of change points over sensor nodes based on a multichart test but
only for special rare-change time series sequences. This method depends on the assumption
that a global fusion center exists in both these sensor networks, which is not applicable to
fully distributed systems.

Stationary Subspace Analysis (SSA) is proposed in [9] for change point detection in
high-dimensional time series. This method uses a prior dimension extraction step to discard
stationary dimensions and keep non-stationary dimensions. However, the SSAmethod needs
a large amount of training data for an accurate factorization, which makes this method not
applicable to high-dimensional data [38].

Yamada et al. [38], a method is proposed for change point detection in high-dimensional
time series. Their supervised learning-based method first selects relevant dimensions that
cause the change and then an additive Hilbert–Schmidt Independence Criterion (aHSIC) is
calculated as the discrepancy measure. This method, however, is computationally expensive
for higher dimensions.

Gharghabi et al. [15,16], an online semantic segmentation method called Fast Low-cost
Unipotent Semantic Segmentation (FLUSS) is introduced that exploits the Matrix Profile
structure introduced in [40] and detects changes in the shape of the time series. However,
the focus of our paper is detecting changes in the statistical properties of the time series.
FLUSS has two steps. In the first step, a Corrected Arc Curve (CAC) time series, which is
a companion time series that annotates the original time series with information about the
likelihood of change at each location, is generated. This step requires only one parameter,
the time series subsequence length. In the second step, FLUSS is given a parameter, which
is either the true number of change points or the threshold on change point scores, to extract
the location of change points. While the change point detection method in [15,16] can be
generalized to the multidimensional case, it is not designed to address the scalability chal-
lenge of high-dimensional time series and assumes that prior knowledge about the subset of
time series dimensions that are relevant for detection of each change point exists. We do not
make that assumption in our proposed method.

Similar to time series mining, many change point detection methods have been proposed
for data stream mining. The first formal treatment of change point detection in data streams
is proposed in [19]. This method assumes that the data points in the stream are independently
generated. This method is computationally expensive and does not consider the detection
of relevant dimensions. In [4], a fast change point detection method is proposed for data
streams. This method dynamically manages a set of candidate change points according to
the statistics of the data. However, no consideration is given to handling high-dimensional
data streams.

The determination of which dimensions are relevant is also a challenge in mining high-
dimensional data streams. A survey of existing work on the detection of relevant dimensions
in data stream mining is provided in [6], and the need for future research in this topic is
highlighted. A heterogeneous ensemble-based method with dimension selection is proposed
in [28] for high-dimensional data stream mining. In [8], a merit-guided and classifier-
independent dynamic filter for detection of relevant dimensions in high-dimensional data
streams is proposed. In [5], the relevance of dimensions is tracked with the progress of the
data stream by an information theoretical symmetrical uncertainty technique, and its impact
on boosting two learning schemes for data streammining, naiveBayesian andk-nearest neigh-
bor, is shown. In [7], a new dynamic dimension selection method for data streams, called
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Adaptive Boosting for Feature Selection (ABFS), is introduced, which proposes metrics for
selecting relevant dimensions in online settings based on previous metrics for offline settings.
It is shown thatABFS improves generalization rates and reduces computation requirements of
the investigated learners for data stream mining. All these methods perform relevant dimen-
sion selection as a preprocessing step to data streammining. Our proposed method, however,
disregards irrelevant dimensions inherently without needing a preprocessing step.

3 Notation and problem statement

X = 〈x(1), . . . , x(t), . . .〉, is a m-dimensional streaming time series, where x(t) ∈ �m is a
newly arrived m-dimensional data point at time point t .

Let χ(t) := {x(t − i + 1)}Ni=1 and χ(t + N ) := {x(t + N − i + 1)}Ni=1 denote the win-
dows that include N time series data points before [including x(t)] and after [excluding x(t)]
the point x(t), respectively (see Fig. 3), such that the data points in χ(t) (respectively, in
χ(t+N )) are sampled i.i.d. according to some unknown probability density function (pdf) p1
(respectively, p2). The data point x(t) is a change point if χ(t) and χ(t + N )) have different
statistical properties [12,36] (see Fig. 3). Let cp j be the time point at which the j th change
point in X occurs; hence, t = cp j .

SegmentAchange point detectionmethoddivides X into k non-overlapping segments, S =
〈s1, . . . , sk〉. Each change point cp j denotes the point between two consecutive segments s j
and s j+1, where s j = {x(l)}, l ∈ [

cp j−1 + 1, cp j
]
and s j+1 = {x(l)}, l ∈ [

cp j + 1, cp j+1
]

(see Fig. 4).
Giving a time series data stream X whose statistical properties vary over time in an

unknownway, our online change point detection algorithm,OnlineIGTS, aims to sequentially
infer a change point when it detects a change in the statistical properties of the newly arrived
data sequence including the new data point x(t). Assume that T is the set of change points
detected up to the current time tcur through OnlineIGTS, our goal is to minimize the expected
difference between cp j and T

′
j , where cp j is the time point of the j th detected change point

using OnlineIGTS, and T
′
j is the closest true change point in X (see Fig. 4) with respect to

the following requirements:

Fig. 3 A sample change point. A
change point has occurred at time
point t . χ(t) and χ(t + N ) are
the windows that include N data
points before and after time point
t [38]

Fig. 4 Illustration of notation for sample change points and segments. cp j is the time point of the j th detected

change point, T
′
j is the time point of the j th true change point, and s j is the j th segment. A change point cp j

can be detected before or after its true counterpart T
′
j
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Table 2 Summary of notation

Notation Definition

X a m-dimensional streams time series

m Number of time series dimensions

n Length of time series

ci i th time series

λ Average change point rate

x(t) m-dimensional data point vector at time t

sequence A portion of X arriving continuously

sequence size Length of a sequence, sequence size = 1
λ

S Set of segments

k True number of segments in the whole time series

k − 1 True number of change points in the whole time series

sj j th segment

CP Set of change points

cp j j th change point

p ji Mass ratio of time series dimension ci in segment s j
H(s j ) Entropy of the segment s j
Lk Information Gain of segmenting X into k segments

Winit Initialization window

|Winit | Length of Winit

Wnew New change point window

WD Detection window

tcur Current time

ρ Trend in the Information Gain

cpcandid Candidate change point in the newly arrived sequence of data points

h Number of recently confirmed change points that should be stored/

also number of change points in Winit

U B Upper bound on the number of points that need to be stored

– The streaming data X can be high-dimensional.
– There is an upper bound UB on the number of data points that need to be stored. We

analyze in Sect. 9 how we can set an upper bound of UB.
– No prior distributional knowledge of X or trained model is available.
– No user-defined threshold on change point scores is available.

Note that OnlineIGTS is unsupervised, meaning that no feedback is available from the
user about the true change points. Moreover, OnlineIGTS is an online change point detection
method and hence does not have access to thewhole time series data stream. For these reasons,
OnlineIGTS cannot minimize the expected gap between the detected change point cp j and
its closest true change point T

′
j directly, but instead, OnlineIGTS uses the Information Gain

criterion presented in Sects. 4.1 and 5 to detect change points.
The notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 2.
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4 Background

In this section, we review the OfflineIGTSmethod proposed in [32] as we use the Information
Gain criterion introduced in OfflineIGTS in our online change point detection method.

4.1 OfflineIGTS

In this section, we first illustrate the recently proposed offline time series change point detec-
tion method in [32] called OfflineIGTS. The MATLAB1 implementation of the OfflineIGTS
method is available at [33]. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of OfflineIGTS. We use
OfflineIGTS for detecting the first change points in the warm-up period at the start of the
time series and also for localizing a candidate change point for each new incoming data
sequence in our proposed OnlineIGTS method. We then show how this OfflineIGTS method
can be adapted to streaming time series data, which encouraged us to propose an Information
Gain-based online change point detectionmethod applicable to unbounded high-dimensional
time series.

FUNCTION: OfflineIGTS(X, k) /* TopDown optimization; recursive
implementation */
Input: X , k
−X : m-dimensional time series with the length of n
−k: Number of segments in the whole time series X
Output: CP
−CP: Set of change points

if k == 0 then
return φ; /* terminating case of the recursive function */

end
CPk−1 = OfflineIGTS(X, k-1);
LMax = 0; cpk = 0;
for i = 1 to k-1 do

Li+1 = IG(X ,CPk−1 ∪ i)/* IG(X ,CP) calculates the information gain of
segmenting X with change points in CP */
if Li+1 >= LMax then

LMax = Li+1;

cpk = i ; /* cpk is the kth change point */
end

end
CP = CPk−1 ∪ cpk ;
return CP ;

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the OfflineIGTS method

OfflineIGTS [32] was proposed based on Information Gain Theory. It divides a given
time series into a pre-specified number of non-overlapping segments. This method takes
the number of change points and detects changes that affect the mean of the time series. If
the variance of time series is appended to the original time series as new dimensions, the
proposed method can also detect changes in the variance of the time series. Variance time
series can be computed using a moving window.

1 https://au.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html.
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The cost function Lk , which is the expected reduction in the entropy (increase in the
Information Gain) for segmenting the time series X into k segments, is defined as:

Lk = H(X) −
k∑

j=1

∣
∣s j

∣
∣

|X | H(s j ) (1)

where s j is the j th segment, |.| is the length operator, H (X ) is the entropy of the whole time
series as a segment and H(s j ) is the entropy of the segment s j measured as:

H(s j ) = −
m∑

i=1

p ji log p ji (2)

where m is the number of time series dimensions and p ji (p ji � 1,
∑m

i=1 p ji = 1) is the
mass ratio of time series dimension ci in segment s j (i.e., the area under time series dimension
ci in segment s j divided by the sum of the areas under all time series dimensions in segment
s j ) defined as:

p ji =
∑

q∈s j q(ci )
∑m

d=1
∑

q∈s j q(cd)
(3)

where q(ci ) denotes the value of qth point of the i th time series dimensionwithin the segment
s j . Note that Eq. 3 shows the relationship of the Information Gain-based criterion to the mean
of the time series. Therefore, this criterion can be used to detect significant changes in the
mean of the time series.

OfflineIGTS defines the sum of the values of time series dimension ci in segment s j as the
mass of time series dimension ci in segment s j (i.e., the area under time series dimension ci in
segment s j ). Entropy is used to measure the divergence of the mass distribution within each
segment. The main idea of the OfflineIGTS method is to divide the time series into a given
number of segmentswith the lowest entropy. Specifically, the greatest reduction in the entropy
of the signals is achievedwhen the time series is divided into themost coherent segments (that
is the least variance segments) [32]. The total reduction in the entropy (defined in Eq. 1) can
be measured by Information Gain. A low-entropy segment shows a high divergence between
mass distributions of the time series in that segment (i.e., some time series are dominant).
Considering the Human Activity Recognition dataset [41] as an example, when a user is
using an elevator, the Z -axis accelerometer has a high value, while the X -axis has a low
value. In contrast, the Z -axis has a low value and the X -axis has a high value while walking
(Fig. 5).

To illustrate, let us compute the Information Gain of segmentation, Lk , for the simple
example in Fig. 5 assuming that a change point has divided the time series X into two equal-
length segments s1 and s2, i.e., k = 2. In Fig. 5, the mass of each time series in each segment
is shown with a number. For example, the mass of the time series c1 in the segment s1 is 8.
Therefore, Eq. (1) is:

L2 = H(X) −
2∑

j=1

∣∣s j
∣∣

|X | H(s j ) = H(X) − 1

2
H(s1) − 1

2
H(s2) (4)

where H(X) = 1 and H(s1) and H(s2) are, respectively:

H(s1) = −p11 log p11 − p12 log p12 = − 8

10
log

8

10
− 2

10
log

2

10
= 0.22 (5)
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Fig. 5 Segmenting activity recognition data using the OfflineIGTS method in [32]. a Time series values. b
and c Distributions of time series averages in segments s1 and s2, respectively. The numbers 2 and 8 in this
figure are the mass of each time series in each segment

H(s2) = −p21 log p21 − p22 log p22 = − 2

10
log

2

10
− 8

10
log

8

10
= 0.22 (6)

resulting in:

L2 = 1 − 1

2
∗ 0.22 − 1

2
∗ 0.22 = 0.78 (7)

The OfflineIGTS method finds segments with the largest Information Gain value (Fig. 5).
Each time series dimension ci is first normalized to remove scaling effects and to give the
same priority to each time series.

In situationswhere the time series dimensions are positively correlated (see Fig. 6a), where
time series dimensions c1 and c2 are positively correlated), the change points, e.g., cp1, cannot
be detected by applying the Information Gain criterion in Eq. (1) since all [0, cp1], [0, cp2],
and [cp1, cp2] have the same distribution. To resolve this issue, for each normalized time
series dimension ci , its complement, c

′
i = Maxi − ci is also considered (see Fig. 6b), where

Maxi is the maximum value of the whole time series dimension ci (see Section 4.5 in [32]).
The Information Gain criterion in Eq. (1) for Fig. 6b is:

L2 = H(X) −
2∑

j=1

∣∣s j
∣∣

|X | H(s j ) = H(X) − 1

2
H(s1) − 1

2
H(s2) (8)
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Fig. 6 [32]. a Positively correlated time series dimensions where change points cannot be detected by simply
applying Information Gain criterion since [0, cp1], [0, cp2] and [cp1, cp2] all have the same distribution. b
Two complement time series dimensions are added that make the time series dimensions independent: s1
and s2 are the segments, cp1 and cp2 are the corresponding change points, and Max1 and Max2 denote the
maximum of the whole time series dimension c1 and c2, respectively. The numbers 2 and 8 in this figure are
the mass of each time series dimension in each segment

where H(X) = 1, and H(s1) and H(s2) are, respectively:

H(s1) = −p11 log p11 − p12 log p12

= − 8

20
log

8

20
− 8

20
log

8

20
− 2

20
log

2

20
− 2

20
log

2

20
= 0.52 (9)

H(s2) = −p21 log p21 − p22 log p22

= − 2

20
log

2

20
− 2

20
log

2

20
− 8

20
log

8

20
− 8

20
log

8

20
= 0.52 (10)

resulting in:

L2 = 1 − 1

2
∗ 0.52 − 1

2
∗ 0.52 = 0.48 (11)

We found that when applying the OfflineIGTS algorithm in [32] to large datasets, the time
and space requirements of the method become intractable as the method needs to collect all
the data points in the time series before segmentation. This also makes the method unsuitable
for online change point detection scenarios. To adapt OfflineIGTS to an online change point
detection method for streaming time series, we propose our online change point detection
method, OnlineIGTS, to sequentially segment high-dimensional time series.

5 Proposed change point detection framework

In this section, our proposed method for online change point detection in high-dimensional
time series, OnlineIGTS, is described. We assume that the data arrive sequentially and there
is an upper bound UB on the number of data points that can be stored (discussed in Sect. 7).
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Fig. 7 Windows in the proposed method: cp j−1 and s j−1 are the j − 1th change point and segment, respec-
tively

This means we have only a partial view of the data. Therefore, the possibility of a change in
the data should be checked after each incoming data sequence.

We first define the different windows that are used in OnlineIGTS.

Definition 1 Initialization window, Winit , contains the data points at the beginning of the
online high-dimensional time series. In Fig. 7, window [t0 …tini t ] is Winit . This fixed-size
window is only used for initialization and includes the data points that are used in thewarm-up
period with h change points, where h is a user-defined parameter.

Definition 2 New change point window, Wnew, contains data points from the last detected
change point until the new data point at the current time. As shown in Fig. 7, [tcp j−1 …tcur ]
is Wnew , where cp j−1 is the last detected change point, tcp j−1 is the time of the last detected
change point and tcur is the current time. The window Wnew is dynamic, meaning that its
length grows until a new change point is detected.

Definition 3 Detectionwindow,WD , contains all the data points from the hth previous change
point until the current data point. For example, the window [tcp j−h …tcur ] in Fig. 7 is WD ,
where cp j−h is the hth previously detected change point. Similar to theWnew,WD is dynamic,
i.e., its size varies over time although there is an upper bound (UB) on its size (We will talk
about UB in Sect. 9). WD has some overlap with Wnew. The candidate change point that is
localized in Wnew is verified using the verification criterion (Fig. 7).

Now that we defined the windows, and we will explain the three main steps of our system
with more details (see Algorithm 2).

5.1 Step 1: Initializing the OnlineIGTSmethod

Our algorithm starts with an initialization step, a short warm-up period, where the first data
points of the time series in Winit are collected and Eq. 1 is used to identify h initial change
points that maximize the Information Gain of segmenting Winit with h change points using
a top-down approach, where h is a user-defined parameter. The initialization step is executed
only at the beginning of the time series (the sensitivity of OnlineIGTS to h will be analyzed
in Sect. 10.1).
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Input: X , h, sequence size
−X : Unbounded streaming m-dimensional time series with the length of n
−h: Number of change points in the warm-up period Winit
−sequence size: Length of a portion of X arriving continuously
Output: CP
−CP: Set of change points

Initialization:
/* Step 1: Initializing OnlineIGTS: Segmenting the warm-up period
Winit to h + 1 segments */
CP ← OfflineIGTS(Winit , h + 1);/* See Algorithm 1 */
Localization and verification:
for each new data sequence do

WD = [cp j−h , ..., cp j−1, ..., xt ];
Wnew = [cp j−1, ..., xtcur ];
/* cp j−1: last detected change point */

/* cp j−h: hth previously detected change point */
/* xtcur : data point vector at the current time */
/* Step 2: Localizing a candidate change point: Segmenting Wnew to
2 segments */
cpcandid ← OfflineIGTS (Wnew , 2 );
/* Step 3: Verifying the candidate change point */
if cpcandid ∈ Wnew then

CPtemp ← CP ∪ cpcandid ;
if ρh+1 (WD) > ρh(WD) then

/* ρh+1(WD): ratio of the increase in the Information Gain of
segmenting WD by adding the candidate change point (see
Section 5.3). */
/* ρh is the ratio of the increase in the Information Gain of

segmenting WD by adding the hth change point to WD. */
CP ← CP ∪ cpcandid
cp j−1 ← cpcandid ;
tcur ← tcur + sequence size;

end
end

end
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of the OnlineIGTS method

5.2 Step 2: Localizing a candidate change point

The next phase of our method, which is performed on the arrival of each new data sequence,
is localization of a candidate change point. The OnlineIGTS method first identifies the point
cp j ∈ Wnew that maximizes the reduction in the entropy based on Eq. 1. Assuming that
previous h change points [cp j−h , …, cp j−1] are fixed in WD , the point cp j ∈ Wnew that
results in the largest reduction in the entropy (largest increase in the Information Gain) of
segmenting WD is localized as the candidate change point (see Fig. 7).

tcp j = targmax

(
Lh+1(t)

)
(12)

where the notation Lh+1(t) denotes the reduction in the entropy of segmentingWD achieved
by the addition of the next change point, h + 1th change point, at time point t to Wnew.
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Fig. 8 Increased ratio of
Information Gain used in the
verification criterion—Li is the
increase in Information Gain. As
the slope of the curve has a sharp
decrease in h + 1th change point
(ρh+1 > ρh ), the h + 1th
candidate change point is
confirmed

5.3 Step 3: Verifying the candidate change point

Sadri et al. [32] have been theoretically proven that an increasing trend in the Information
Gain exists with the addition of each new change point to a fixed sequence of data points
[32]. Therefore, adding a new change point to WD always increases the Information Gain
of segmentation, i.e., Lh−1 < Lh < Lh+1 (see Eq. 1). Given this finding, we propose a
verification criterion to evaluate the significance of a candidate change point.

Given the fact that already h change points exist in WD , a maximum curvature-based
method is applied to check whether the h + 1th candidate change point is significant or not
(see Fig. 8). For this purpose, ρh (Eq. 13) and ρh+1 in WD are calculated:

ρh = Lh − Lh−1

Lh+1 − Lh
(13)

where ρh is the ratio of the increase in the Information Gain of segmenting WD with h
change points, where Lh−1, Lh and Lh+1 segment WD with different numbers of change
points. These points are the points with the largest Information Gain value that are selected
from the previous h change points, the candidate change point (h + 1th change point) and
the point with the second largest Information Gain in Wnew (h + 2th change point)).

If ρh+1 > ρh , the candidate change point h + 1 is considered significant and confirmed
as a new change point; otherwise, it is discarded.

We select a value of h = 2 for the number of previously detected change points in WD

used for verification throughout our experiments for different types of datasets in this paper,
which shows that a short buffer is sufficient. We analyze the sensitivity of our technique to
this parameter in Sect. 9.

6 Theoretical analysis

In this section, we theoretically prove two important properties of our proposed method for
detecting change points in online high-dimensional time series. In Theorem1,we prove that if
the previous h change points detected by our OnlineIGTS method and its offline counterpart,
OfflineIGTS [32], are the same, then the next detected change point is also the same, i.e.,
OnlineIGTS and OfflineIGTS detect the same set of change points. In Theorem 2, we prove
that our OnlineIGTS method is robust to noise in the form of irrelevant dimensions.

To prove that the change points in OnlineIGTS and OfflineIGTS are the same in certain
circumstances, we assume that CPX = [cp1 < · · · < cpk] are k change points detected by
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Fig. 9 Illustration of Theorem 1

OfflineIGTS in the time series X . These change points result in the largest Information Gain.
We prove that if OnlineIGTS identifies h consecutive change points cp j−h < · · · < cp j−1 ⊂
CPX and WD is [cp j−h, . . . , cp j+1), the next detected change point by OnlineIGTS is cp j

(Fig. 9).

Theorem 1 Let cp1 < · · · < cpk be the k change points detected by the OfflineIGTS method
in the data X. Assume that WD is X ′ ⊂ X from cp j−h to cp j+1. If the OnlineIGTS has
already detected h change points cp j−h < · · · < cp j−1, the next candidate change point is
cp j .

Proof We use proof by contradiction. Assume that the OnlineIGTS method has detected cp
′
j

rather than cp j as the candidate change point. We prove that this contradicts the assumption
that cp j is among the (h + 1) change points with the largest Information Gain in WD .

Let us assume that CPX ′ = [cp j−h < · · · < cp j−1 < cp j < cp j+1) and CP
′
X ′ =

[cp j−h < · · · < cp j−1 < cp
′
j < cp j+1). Detecting cp

′
j as the candidate change point means

that the Information Gain of segmenting WD is higher with CP
′
X ′ rather than with CPX ′

change points [Fig. 9 and Eq. (1)]:

LCP
′
X

′
− LCP

X
′ ≥ 0 (14)

(
H(X

′
) −

h+1∑

j=1

∣∣∣s
′
j,X ′

∣∣∣
∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(s

′
j,X ′ )

)
−

(
H(X

′
) −

h+1∑

j=1

∣∣∣s j,X ′
∣∣∣

∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(s j,X ′ )

)
≥ 0 (15)

which results in:

−
∣∣∣s

′
h,X ′

∣∣∣
∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(s

′
h,X ′ ) −

∣∣∣s
′
h+1,X ′

∣∣∣
∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(s

′
h+1,X ′ )

+
∣∣∣sh,X ′

∣∣∣
∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(sh,X ′ ) +

∣∣∣sh+1,X ′
∣∣∣

∣∣X ′ ∣∣ H(sh+1,X ′ ) ≥ 0 (16)

where s
′
j,X ′ is the j th segment when the change points are CP

′
X ′ and s j,X ′ is the j th segment

when the change points are CPX ′ .
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On the other hand, the inequality (16) results in the inequality (17) for segmenting the
whole of the data X with k change points CP

′
X and CPX , respectively (Fig. 9):

(
H(X) −

k+1∑

j=1

∣
∣
∣s

′
j,X

∣
∣
∣

|X | H(s
′
j,X )

)
−

(
H(X) −

k+1∑

j=1

∣
∣s j,X

∣
∣

|X | H(s j,X )

)
≥ 0 (17)

where s
′
j,X is the j th segment when the change points are CP

′
X = [cp1 < · · · < cp

′
j <

· · · < cpk ] and s j,X is the j th segment when the change points are CPX = [cp1 < · · · <

cp j < · · · < cpk].
If cp

′
j is not among the h + 1 change points with the largest Information Gain inWD , Eq.

(17) should be less than zero, and therefore, it contradicts the assumption that theOfflineIGTS
method detects change points with the largest Information Gain. Hence, the candidate change
point detected by OnlineIGTS is cp j . �

In the rest of this section, we prove that our OnlineIGTS method is robust to noise in the
form of irrelevant dimensions. To this end, we show that the segments that are detected by
OnlineIGTS in two cases, with or without considering the noise time series dimensions, are
exactly the same.

Theorem 2 Let 〈c1, c2, . . . , cm〉 be the set of m relevant time series. Assume that cm+1 is a
random noise (irrelevant) time series dimension generated from a stationary process with
constant mean μ. If S and SN are the segments that are detected by our OnlineIGTS method,
respectively, without or with considering the noise time series, then S = SN .

Proof We consider a high-dimensional time series that has k change points, and we introduce
a noise (irrelevant) time series dimension that is generated from a stationary process with
no change. We prove that the segments S and SN that are, respectively, produced without or
with considering noise time series are the same. Indeed, we show that the noise (irrelevant)
time series dimension does not have any effect on the segments produced by our OnlineIGTS
method and prove that maximizing the expected reduction in the entropy for the segmentation
is equal with or without considering the noise time series, Lk = LN

k . Note that as mentioned
in Sect. 4.1, for each time series, its complement is also considered (see also Section 4.5 in
[32]), i.e., for each normalized time series dimension ci , its complement, c

′
i = maxci − ci

is also considered to handle positively correlated time series dimensions. Therefore, Eq. (2)
that calculates the Information Gain of segmentation is extended to Eq. (18).

H(s j ) = −
m∑

i=1

p ji log p ji −
m∑

i=1

p
′
j i log p

′
j i , (18)

where p ji and p
′
j i are the probabilities of the time series dimension ci and its complement

c
′
i , respectively.
OurOnlineIGTSmethod finds the best segments thatmaximizeLk [see Eq. (1)].Maximiz-

ing Lk is equivalent to minimizing its second term
∑k

j=1
|s j |
|X | H(s j ) [see Eq. (1)]. Therefore,

we only need to prove that Eq. (19) is correct.

min

( k∑

j=1

∣∣s j
∣∣

|X | H
N (s j )

)
= min

( k∑

j=1

∣∣s j
∣∣

|X | H(s j )
)

(19)

where HN (s j ) is the entropy of segment s j with considering the noise time series and H(s j )
is the entropy of segment s j without considering the noise time series. Canceling the equal
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terms from both sides of the equality in Eq. (19), we only need to prove the correctness of
Eq. (20).

min

( k∑

j=1

HN (s j )
)

= min

( k∑

j=1

H(s j )
)

(20)

�
Lemma 1

HN (s j ) = β1H(s j ) + β2 (21)

where β1, β2 ≥ 0. To prove Lemma 1, we expand HN (s j ):

HN (s j ) = −
m+1∑

i=1

pNji log pNji −
m+1∑

i=1

pN
ji ′ log pN

ji ′

= −
m∑

i=1

pNji log pNji − pNj(m+1)logp
N
j(m+1) −

m∑

i=1

pN
ji ′ log pN

ji ′ − pN
j(m+1)′ logp

N
j(m+1)′

(22)

where pNji is the probability of time series dimension ci in segment s j when the noise time

series cm+1 exists. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, we define pNji as the mass ratio of time series
dimension ci in segment s j , i.e., the area under time series dimension ci in segment s j , SU ji ,
divided by the sum of the area under all time series in the segment s j , which is SU j when
the noise time series does not exist and SU j + SU j(m+1) + SU j(m+1)′ when the noise time
series exists. Note that SU j(m+1) is the area under noise time series cm+1 in segment s j and
SU j(m+1)′ is the area under the complement of noise time series in segment s j . Therefore,

pNji = SU ji
SU j+SU j(m+1)+SU

j(m+1)
′ and p ji = SU ji

SU j
.

Given α = SU j
SU j+SU j(m+1)+SU

j(m+1)
′ , Eq. (23) results.

pNji = α p ji for j �= m + 1 (23)

Replacing pNji with α p ji in Eq. (22) results in Eq. (24):

HN (s j ) = −
m∑

i=1

α p ji log(α p ji ) −
m∑

i=1

α p ji ′ log(α p ji ′ )

− pNj(m+1)logp
N
j(m+1) − pN

j(m+1)′ logp
N
j(m+1)′

(24)

However, the first two terms in Eq. (24) are equal to:

−
m∑

i=1

α p ji log(α p ji ) −
m∑

i=1

α p ji ′ log(α p ji ′ )

= −
m∑

i=1

α p ji (logα + log p ji ) −
m∑

i=1

α p ji ′ (logα + log p ji ′ )

= −
m∑

i=1

α p ji logα −
m∑

i=1

α p ji log p ji −
m∑

i=1

α p ji ′ logα
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−
m∑

i=1

α p ji ′ log p ji ′ = −α logα

m∑

i=1

p ji − α

m∑

i=1

p ji log p ji

−α logα

m∑

i=1

p ji ′ − α

m∑

i=1

p ji ′ log p ji ′ (25)

Since −∑m
i=1 p ji logα p ji − ∑m

i=1 p ji ′ logα p ji ′ = H(s j ) and
∑m

i=1 p ji = 1 and
∑m

i=1 p ji ′ = 1, we have:

HN (s j ) = −2α logα − αH(s j ) − pNj(m+1)logp
N
j(m+1) − pN

j(m+1)′ logp
N
j(m+1)′ (26)

According to Section 4.5 in [32], the sum of time series data point values at each time t
is a constant, G. Therefore, we have:

p j(m+1) = c(m+1)
∣
∣s j

∣
∣

G
∣
∣s j

∣
∣ = c(m+1)

G
(27)

p j(m+1)′ = c
(m+1)′

∣
∣s j

∣
∣

G
∣∣s j

∣∣ = c
(m+1)′

G
(28)

where c
(m+1)′ and c(m+1)′ are the mean of the noise time series and its complement, respec-

tively. Therefore, the last two terms in Eq. (26) are constant. Thus, we have:

HN (s j ) = β1H(s j ) + β2 (29)

which confirms that Lemma 1 is true. However, we still need to prove the correctness of
Eq. (20). Replacing HN (s j ) from Lemma 1 with β1H(s j ) + β2 in the right side of Eq. (20)
results in:

min

( k∑

j=1

HN (s j )
)

= min

( k∑

j=1

β1H(s j ) + β2

)
= min

( k∑

j=1

H(s j )

)
(30)

which proves Eq. (19) and hence Theorem 2 and shows that noise does not affect the segments
generated by OnlineIGTS. �

7 Time complexity

The time complexity of OfflineIGTS is presented in Eq. 31:

O(n.m.k) (31)

where n is the length of streaming time series, m is the number of time series dimensions
and k is the total number of change points in the whole of the time series X .

Equation 32, on the other hand, presents the time complexity of OnlineIGTS:

O(UB.m) (32)

where m is the number of time series dimensions and UB is the upper bound on the memory
size. In Sect. 9, we discussed how we can set UB.

Comparing Eq. 31 with Eq. 32, our OnlineIGTS method is more efficient than the
OfflineIGTS approach since n � UB and k is usually a large number, especially in large-scale
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time series. From a practical point of view, Table 5 shows that OnlineIGTS performs 39, 45
and 15 times faster than OfflineIGTS for GME100, Syn1000 and DSA datasets, respectively.

Note that Eq. 32 is the time complexity of the localization step in OnlineIGTS. The
required processing time for the initialization step of OnlineIGTS is O(|Winit | .m), where
|Winit | is the length of the initialization window. This processing time is negligible compared
to the required processing time for the localization step (Eq. 32). The required time for the
verification step is also negligible compared to the localization step. In the localization step,
we calculate the Information Gain of each point in Wnew to find the point with the largest
Information Gain. However, in the verification of a candidate change point, we know the
location of change points in WD and we only need to calculate the Information Gain of
segmentingWD using these change points. Therefore, the processing time of the verification
step is negligible compared to the localization step.

It can also be inferred from Eq. 32 that the time complexity of OnlineIGTS increases
linearly with m, the number of time series dimensions, making OnlineIGTS applicable to
high-dimensional time series.

8 Evaluation

8.1 Evaluationmetrics

Although our proposed method is unsupervised and does not require any information about
the location of true change points, in order to evaluate its performance, we assume a Ground
Truth dataset including the location of true change points exist. The detected change points
through our method are compared with the true change points in the Ground Truth dataset.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the detected location of change points using
the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) (see also Definition 4) as well as the computation
time for detecting changes in the mean of a high-dimensional time series. AUC is used as
the measure of trade-off between true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) for
the change point detection methods. The AUC value is between 0 and 1. A random change
point detector has a AUC value near to 0.5, while the AUC value of a perfect change point
detector is 1.

Definition 4 Distance margin The number of data points between each detected change
point and its counterpart in the ground truth is called distance margin, δ. In our evaluations
for calculating AUC, we consider a change point detected at time point cp j as correct if
cp j ∈ [T ′ − δ, T ′ + δ], where T ′ is its closest true change point. Similarly, a change point
detected at time point cp j is considered incorrect, if cp j /∈ [T ′ −δ, T ′ +δ] for all true change
points T ′ in the ground truth. Change points detected within δ time points of a previously
detected change point are ignored [13,24].

In calculating AUC, the distance margin, δ, is allowed to be 0 for all synthetic datasets
and 10 for all the real datasets presented in Table 3 as in [24] and the true positive rate and
false positive rate are defined in the following way as in [18,24]:

– True positive rate (TPR): ncr/ncp
– False positive rate (FPR): (nal − ncr )/nal

where ncr is the number of change points detected correctly, ncp is the number of true change
points in the ground truth and nal is the number of all detected change points.
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The experiments are run on a Windows PC with an Intel(R) Core i7, 3.4 GHz and 16GB
of memory. All the algorithms are implemented in MATLAB.

8.2 Benchmark algorithms

We compare our results with four state-of-the-art change point detection methods, namely
OfflineIGTS [32], ecp [25], aHSIC [38] and RuLSIF [24]. The OfflineIGTS is an offline
method, while ecp, aHSIC and RuLSIF are online methods.

OfflineIGTS is the offline counterpart of our proposed method. We chose OfflineIGTS
to show the limitations of this offline high-dimensional change point detection method in
dealing with streaming time series.

We extended the offline ecp method in [25] to an online version, in which for each newly
arrived sequence of data points, the number and locations of change points are estimated.

8.3 Datasets

We evaluate our proposed method on four synthetic and three real-life datasets (see Table 3).
GME25D is a synthetic dataset, which has 25 dimensions, 26000 data points and 26 classes

(clusters) of Gaussian data [31]. The second synthetic dataset is GME100D, which is similar
to GME25D but has 100 dimensions and 101,000 data points. Change points in these two
datasets are the transition times between the classes.

We used a technique that has been used in [32] to produce the third dataset, Syn1000. The
change points occur randomly with a uniform distribution and cause the change in the mean
of the time series. We also added white Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
10dB.

UnstableCP, the fourth synthetic dataset, was produced with the same technique as we
used in Syn1000. In addition to normal change points, UnstableCP has some unstable change
points, where the system changes its state for a very short period (20 time points in our
experiments) and returns to its previous state (an unstable change). The reason for producing
these unstable change points is to measure the robustness of the examined methods to these
unstable change points (noise).

The first real dataset is HAR (Human Activity Recognition) dataset,2 including low-level
human activities in daily life. In total, 12 activities are collected from 14 human subjects with
a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope [32]. We randomly concatenated 56 activities
fromdifferent trials. Therefore, a change point exists between each two consecutive activities.

The second real dataset is the Daily and Sports Activities (DSA) dataset.3 DSA comprises
the time series measurements from 45 wearable sensors for 19 activities that have been
performed by 8 people. We randomly concatenated 101 different activity segments from
different people, resulting in 100 change points between activities. The transition times
between activities are considered as change points.

The third real dataset is the Device-Free Posture Recognition by RFID data [39] (RFID)
that is collected from an array of passive RFID tags. The tags are placed on a wall and six
subjects perform twelve different human postures. For the experiments in this paper, we
randomly concatenated 45 different activity segments from different people, resulting in 44
change points between activities.

2 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Human+Activity+Recognition+Using+Smartphones.
3 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Daily+and+Sports+Activities.
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Table 3 Datasets summary

Time series Type Length (# data points) Dimension # Change points

GME25 Synthetic 26,000 25 25

GME100 Synthetic 101,000 100 100

Syn1000 Synthetic 10,000 1000 200

UnstableCP Synthetic 10,000 1000 300

HAR Real 239,696 6 55

DSA Real 12,500 45 100

RFID Real 6812 12 44

All the datasets are multiclass, and they contain abrupt changes that occur when switching
between different classes. For example, the DSA dataset contains 15 different activities.
For the activity datasets, change points are located at transition times between activities.
Whenever a significant change in the statistical properties of the high-dimensional time
series occurs, for example change fromwalking to sitting, the change point detection method
is expected to detect a change point.

8.4 Experimental setup

In practice, change point detection methods should be guided by the average change point
rate, λ, based on the dynamics of the underlying system and the application demand. Consider
a human activity dataset that includes many activities. The change point detection method
should be informedwhether small changes, such as the change between a step and its next step
in walking, are of interest, or large changes, such as the change from walking to running, are
of interest. In threshold-based change point detection methods, for example, this information
is given to the algorithm by setting an appropriate threshold value on change point scores. If
a threshold with a high value is set, large changes are detected. However, if a low value is set
as the threshold, even the small changes are detected.

In frequently changing systems, for example, the average change point rate is large. There-
fore, the change point detection method should be asked to report a large number of change
points. In contrast, in almost-steady systems, few change points are expected. If the system
is not informed about this fact, many false alarms are reported. In ecp [25], as an example,
the minimum number of data points between two consecutive change points is given as an
input to the method. RuLSIF requires a window size, minimum distance between two change
points or a threshold value for identifying change points as parameters [24]. OfflineIGTS
[32], as another example, is guided by the number of change points in the whole of the time
series. Setting appropriate values for these parameters has a major influence on the change
point detection results [2]. In OnlineIGTS, this information is given through the sequence
size.

For the above reasons, in our experiments in this paper, the sequence size is set based
on the average change point rate in the initialization window, sequence size = 1

λ
, for each

dataset, i.e., 500, 500, 40, 40, 500, 40 and 50 for GME25, GME100, Syn1000, UnstableCP,
HAR, DSA and RFID datasets, respectively. In real-world applications, the average change
point rate should be provided by the application-domain experts.

In all our experiments for the OnlineIGTS method, we set h = 2 for all the datasets. This
means the initialization window contains the first two change points of the time series for all
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Table 4 Experimental results for the datasets in Table 3 (area under ROC curve is reported)

Dataset Online methods Offline methods

OnlineIGTS
(proposedmethod)

ecp [25] aHSIC [38] RuLSIF [24] OfflineIGTS [32]

GME25 1 0.99 0.99 0.9 1

GME100 1 0.99 0.99 0.9 1

Syn1000 1 0.55 0.99 0.88 1

UnstableCP 0.97 0.53 0.82 0.82 1

HAR 0.9 0.52 0.92 0.87 0.95

DSA 0.97 0.71 0.97 0.88 0.96

RFID 0.99 0.69 0.98 0.85 0.9

the datasets. Moreover, with the arrival of a new sequence, two previous change points are
used to verify the candidate change point. In Sect. 10.1, we will investigate the sensitivity of
our method to the parameter h.

In the ecp method, we tested the change points to a statistical significance level of 0.01
and we used a maximum number of random permutations of 199 for all the experiments as
recommended in [25]. Experiments ran with the window size equal to the sequence size.

The parameters in the aHSIC method are fixed at 0.01 for the regularization constant, λ,
and 1 for the kernel parameter, σ , in HSIC Lasso as suggested in [38]. We also used the
window size equal to 20 as suggested in [38]. Note that the aHSIC method relies on the
choice of threshold on change point scores and an issue is how to set the threshold to an
appropriate value.

The results for RuLSIF are reported based on the best results obtained by setting different
parameter values recommended in [24] for the α, λ, σ and k parameters using a fivefold cross-
validation technique as suggested in [24]. The subsequence size value is set to 50, and 10
subsequences are considered for detecting change point in each time point as recommended
in [24]. The results in Table 4 show that the accuracy of RuLSIF is degraded by irrelevant
dimensions as also mentioned in [38].

8.5 Results and discussion

Tables 4 and 5 , respectively, report the AUC and the time required to process the entire time
series for the benchmark methods for all the datasets in Table 3. For aHSIC and RuLSIF
that rely on the choice of threshold, the AUC is calculated as follows: A threshold is set on
the change point scores starting from the smallest (or largest) score to the largest (smallest)
one. For each threshold, the TPR and FPR are calculated. The results in Tables 4 and 5 show
that the proposed method, OnlineIGTS, can detect the true change points as accurately as
OfflineIGTS [32] but significantly faster. For example, OnlineIGTS performs 39, 45 and 15
times faster than OfflineIGTS for the GME100, Syn1000 and DSA datasets, respectively. For
the DSA and RFID datasets, the accuracy of OnlineIGTS method is slightly better than the
OfflineIGTS approach since the OfflineIGTS method sometimes detects change points that
are very close to each other. However, this case does not usually happen for OnlineIGTS,
since the method finds at most one change point in each incoming sequence of data points.
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Table 5 Experimental results for the datasets in Table 3 (Required time (sec) for processing the entire time
series is reported)

Dataset Online methods Offline methods

OnlineIGTS
(proposed
method)

ecp [25] aHSIC [38] RuLSIF [24] OfflineIGTS [32]

GME25 56 21 2046 456 208

GME100 519 132 9480 4043 20,466

Syn1000 473 24 9545 3900 21,485

UnstableCP 473 24 9545 3900 21,485

HAR 296 32,687 7644 3804 716

DSA 43 43 1931 241 656

RFID 14 8 433 121 158

It should also be noted that values in Tables 4 and 5 refer to the best results for the
OfflineIGTS change point detection method, obtained by giving the whole time series as
well as the true number of change points as the input to the algorithm. Therefore, the major
benefits of our method over the OfflineIGTS method [32] are being independent of knowing
the true number of change points in the data and requiring only a small subset of the time
series at a time. Furthermore, our approach, unlike the OfflineIGTSmethod [32] that requires
to store all the time series, is only dependent on partial data; that is, the data inWD . Therefore,
there is no need for our method to store the whole time series.

Considering ecp, the results in Tables 4 and 5 show that although our method is a little
slower than ecp for most of the datasets, it is substantially more effective. As can be seen,
the performance of the ecp method deteriorates for higher dimensional time series, Syn1000
and UnstableCP, and also for the real datasets, HAR, DSA and RFID. Moreover, the required
time for processing HAR is much larger in ecp compared to OnlineIGTS.

The aHSICmethod relies on the choice of threshold on the change point scores. In practice,
setting an appropriate value for the threshold is difficult. For this reason, the AUC values
for aHSIC in Table 4 are reported for different threshold values. Comparing our results
with aHSIC reveals the benefits of the proposed OnlineIGTS method in terms of higher
efficiency. As it can be seen in Table 5, for all the datasets, OnlineIGTS is much faster than
aHSIC. For example, OnlineIGTS performs 36, 44 and 30 times faster than aHSIC for the
GME25, DSA and RFID datasets, respectively. In terms of effectiveness, aHSIC performs
just a little better than OnlineIGTS for HAR, but it is more costly. For the DSA dataset,
the aHSIC method has the same accuracy as our proposed OnlineIGTS method but with
much lower efficiency. Finally, OnlineIGTS is more effective than aHSIC for the RFID
dataset.

Regarding the unstableCP dataset, which includes unstable short-period changes in the
system (noise) mostly due to the occurrence of noise in the system, the accuracy of aHSIC
drops significantly that shows the low performance of aHSIC to noise.

Setting a much larger value for the window size, for example window size = sequence
size, significantly drops its efficiency.

RuLSIF is also dependant on the choice of the threshold on change point scores. The
AUC values for RuLSIF in Table 4 are reported for different threshold values. The results in
Tables 4 and 5 show that OnlineIGTS is much more effective and efficient than RuLSIF for
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all the datasets. Table 4 also shows that the accuracy of RuLSIF substantially drops for the
unstableCP dataset, which includes short-period noise.

In summary, the aHSIC and RuLSIF methods are computationally costly. In contrast, ecp
and OnlineIGTS are fast, which makes the use of these methods more suitable for online
change point detection. However, the ecp method, unlike OnlineIGTS, results in a poor AUC
value for most of the datasets.

We found that the proposed OnlineIGTS method has advantages in terms of being both
fast and leading to a good AUC value, which makes it a good option for use in online high-
dimensional time series change point detection problems. Moreover, as proved in Theorem
2, OnlineIGTS is robust to irrelevant dimensions.

9 Storage requirements

Although ourOnlineIGTSmethod is distribution-free, froma practical point of view,we show
that assuming the probability distribution that describes the time between occurring change
points is an exponential distribution, f (x; λ) = λe−λx , x � 0, in which change points occur
continuously and independently at a constant average rate λ, i.e., 1

λ
= sequence size is the

average waiting time for a change point to occur relative to the initialization intervalWinit , if
the upper bound on the memory size be denoted as x , where x = 3 ∗ sequence size, then the
probability that the change point is located in x = 3∗sequence size is F(x; λ) = 1−e−λx =
0.95. While increasing the value of the memory size x would increase the probability of a
change point occurring within the detection window, there is diminishing benefit in doing
so. Note that UB is actually the maximum length of the detection window WD .

Based on the above analysis, the proposed OnlineIGTSmethod requires much less storage
than its offline counterpart, OfflineIGTS, since the required storage for the OfflineIGTS
algorithm is n.m as compared to UB.m for our OnlineIGTS algorithm, where n is the length
of the time series and m is the number of time series.

Note that for the experiments in this paper, we never reached the UB upper bound limit.
However, if the average change point rate is much lower than the data sampling rate, we can
use periodic sampling to reduce the memory requirements albeit with a small increase in the
detection delay or we can reinitialize OnlineIGTS whenever the algorithm reaches UB.

10 Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we aim at studying the sensitivity of the proposed method to its parameters,
in particular h and sequence size.

10.1 Sensitivity to h

Figure 10 shows the sensitivity of the proposed OnlineIGTS method to the parameter h, i.e.,
the number of change points in Winit /also the number of recently confirmed change points
that used in the verification of the new candidate change point .

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the AUC values for OnlineIGTS exhibit a little change as
h increases, which reveals the low sensitivity of the proposed method to the parameter h.
Figure 10 also shows that AUC increases by increasing h from 2 to 5. However, increasing
h from 5 to 6 causes a reduction in AUC. This is because of the big WD that increases the
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Fig. 10 Sensitivity to h for the
DSA dataset
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possibility of incorrect detection of the candidate change point and reduces the accuracy of
OnlineIGTS. Note that the parameter sequence size is fixed to be 40 in this experiment based
on the average change point rate for the DSA dataset.

We also evaluated the sensitivity of the OnlineIGTS method to the parameter h for the
other datasets listed in Table 3. The results were the same as those obtained for the DSA
dataset, confirming the low sensitivity of the proposed method to h.

To also check the effect of misleading OnlineIGTS, we gave an incorrect h as the number
of true change points in Winit . To this end, we considered a Winit including 2 true change
points, but we misled the algorithm by setting h from 3 to 100 for all the datasets. As an
example, when h is set to 100, the algorithm is told that in Winit , 100 change points exist,
while in reality only 2 change points exist in Winit .

Our experimental results showed that using the k-estimation method introduced in [32],
the proposedmethod can correct the wrong h parameter given by the user and identify the true
number of change points in Winit . The k-estimation metric in [32] is a post-processing step
that estimates the best number of change points among a given range using the Information
Gain of change points as an evaluation metric. Therefore, we do not even require to know
the true value for h in Winit .

We also extended our experiments by expanding Winit to evaluate the impact of consid-
ering larger initialization windows that include larger h. To this end, we considered larger
initialization windows that include 3 to 10 change points for the RFID dataset as it has a
range of different activities with different lengths. Then, we misled the algorithm by giving
the incorrect number of change points in Winit . Our experimental results again showed that
the k-estimation algorithm in [32], in all these cases, finds the correct h. The results confirm
the robustness of our proposed OnlineIGTS method to the parameter h.

10.2 Sensitivity to sequence size

As we mentioned in Sect. 8.4, change point detection methods somehow should be guided
by the average change point rate, λ (see the human activity example in Sect. 8.4). For this
reason, we set sequence size = 1

λ
in our experiments for OnlineIGTS. However, in this

section, we show that our method has a low sensitivity to the parameter sequence size when
its value changes over a reasonable range. This range is approximately obtained by halving
and doubling the sequence size, i.e.,

[ 1
2λ , 2

λ

]
.

Figure 11 shows the sensitivity of the proposed OnlineIGTS method to the parameter
sequence size for the RFID, HAR and GME25 datasets. These datasets are used in this
section as the representative of the other datasets and have a range of different activities
with different lengths. We changed the sequence size from 20 to 100 for RFID and from
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(c) The GME25 dataset

Fig. 11 Sensitivity to sequence size

200 to 1000 for HAR and GME25. Note that a sequence size equal to 50 for RFID and a
sequence size equal to 500 for HAR and GME25 were used in the experiments in Sect. 8.5.

The results show that the AUC for the RFID dataset does not change by increasing the
sequence size from 20 to 60, and then, it decreases slightly when the sequence size is enlarged
from 60 to 100. For the HAR dataset, changing the sequence size from 200 to 500 results in
a slight increase in AUC. When the sequence size increases, the value of the AUC is fixed.
Increasing the sequence size from 750 to 1000 causes a small decrease in the AUC. Finally,
the AUC for the GME25 dataset slightly increases when the sequence size is enlarged from
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200 to 500. Increasing the sequence size from 500 to 750 does not change the value of the
AUC. However, this value is slightly decreased by increasing the sequence size from 750 to
1000.

Overall, Fig. 11 demonstrates the low sensitivity of OnlineIGTS to the parameter sequence
size. These experiments show that if the choice of subsequence size is reasonable, i.e., in the
range

[ 1
2λ , 2

λ

]
, OnlineIGTS works well. These results generalize to the other datasets used

in Table 3.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an unsupervised online Information Gain-based technique for
detecting change points in streaming high-dimensional time series. This method, unlike
most of the existing methods, does not require any prior distributional knowledge, trained
model or user-defined threshold, making it suitable for a wide range of domains. OnlineIGTS
only requires a short initialization period to start. We showed that our OnlineIGTS method
has a very low sensitivity to the choice of its parameters, which is very important in real-life
applications. The robustness of our proposed method to irrelevant dimensions was presented
through theoretical analysis. It was also proven that OnlineIGTS can detect the same set
of change points as its offline counterpart method. We evaluated the performance of our
proposed approach on both synthetic and real high-dimensional datasets. Our theoretical
proofs and experimental results showed the advantages of our method compared to the other
state-of-the-art techniques examined in this paper. For change points with a low change point
certainty (change points with ρh+1 ≈ ρh), OnlineIGTSmay face challenges. Similar to other
unsupervised learning methods, providing partial ground truth for the change point detector
can mitigate this problem. Active learning can be used for this purpose, i.e., requesting true
labels for a very small number of change points with a low change point certainty can be
used to achieve more robust change points.
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